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Box 1:
Correspondence (October 1979 - February 1980)
Correspondence (January - September 1980)
Correspondence (October - December 1980)
Correspondence (January - February 1981)
Correspondence (March - June 1981)

Box 2:
Correspondence (July - September 1981)
Correspondence (October - December 1981)
Correspondence (January - May 1982)
Correspondence (March - May 1982)

Box 3:
Corbally, Marguerite
  Donation transmittal information, 2008
  Needlepoint “Learning and Labor,” 1974-2008
  "The Spouse Evolution" November 1984 (Audio CD)
"Commencement Address" by John E. Corbally, June 10, 1979 (Audio CD)
Gordon Bilderback 1980
Handbook of Institution Planning 1980
Marie Golla "The Corbally Years" 1980
Illinois Board of Regents (February - March 1981)
OCLC, Inc. 1980
President's Letters, Reports & Services (1974, 1976-77)
Spencer Foundation 1979